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1 Introduction 

In the classical economic theory of how firms behave when their competitors have private 

information, each firm has beliefs about the distribution of their competitors ' private informa-

tion and uses the full information about the distribution to choose its optimal strategy. In 

actuality, firms often use heuristics or approximations to determine their strategy. For example, 

on the cover of a brochure advertising the Amadeus Business Intelligence Portfolio, a consulting 

service which acquires for its client firms information about competitors in the airline industry, 

the following slogan admonishes firms for this very tendency: "Don't just guess! be sure" 

(Amadeus, 2006). 

There are several possible explanations for why a firm might use a heuristic to determine 

its strategy. First, firms may lack knowledge of the distribution of the competitors' private 

information and find it difficult or costly to acquire information about the distribution. Simon 

(1959) cites evidence from surveys that, when making dynamic decisions, firms often acquire 

information about the mean of the distribution of future events, but not the entire the distribu-

tion itself. Firms may find it especially difficult to collect information about the likelihood with 

which outcomes occur in the tails of the distribution, and may therefore only have information 

about the mean.2 Absent complete information about the distribution of each firm's private 

information, firms may base their strategy upon the moments of the distribution, in particular 

the first moment, which may be more easy to estimate accurately. A second reason why firms 

might use a heuristic is that, even if firms know the full distribution, they might choose to base 

their strategy on a limited set of information. A firm may choose not to use all the avail-

able information in situations where the costs or computational difficulties of calculating the 

Bayesian strategy exceed the incremental profits accrued by the firm . As Baumol and Quandt 

(1964, p. 23) state: "the more refined the decision-making process, the more expensive it is 

likely to be, and therefore ... no more than an approximate solution may be justified." Finally, 

2 Policy makers face similar uncertainty - for example, Weitzman (2009) discusses the environmental policy 
implications of "fat tails ," uncertainty about the distribution of climate damages in the tails of the damage 
distribution. 
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it is possible that firms might use heuristics because they are actually better off when all firms 

use heuristics than when all firms calculate the Bayesian equilibria using the full distribution of 

opponent's shock, even when both acquiring the full information and using it to compute the 

optimal strategy are costless. 

In this paper, we study the impacts of heuristic use on firm behavior. In particula r , we 

examine the conditions under which the use of a heuristic may do comparably well to a strategy 

based on complete knowledge of the distribution of a competitor 's private information. We 

compare one particular heuristic strategy, in which a firm only uses the expectation of the 

private information a competitor is likely to receive, to the strategy the firm would adopt if it 

used the full distribution of competitors' private information in its optimization problem. We 

define the conditions under which the heuristic strategy chosen when a firm approximates is 

simil ar to the full -information t rategy that is chosen when a firm maximize expected profits 

taken wit h respect to the distribution of opponent 's shocks. We characterize conditions under 

which firms in a market would prefer that all the firms use the full information, and therefore 

would have incentives to disclose their private information to each other. We also characterize 

conditions under which a set of firms may be better off when all firms approximate, and therefore 

may rat iona lly attempt to coordinate, just as a set of firms has the incentive to collectively 

operate as a ·artel. Under these circumstances, firms in the industry have t he incentive 

to collectively withhold information from each other, and like a cartel, create mechanisms to 

facilita te cooperation. 

Our paper expands upon several existing strands of literature. First , the notion that firms 

would want to disclose their private information to each other if they prefer that all firms in the 

market use the full information builds upon the work of Fried (1984), Gal-Or (1986) and Shapiro 

(1986), who examine the incent ives of firms to share informat ion with their competitor , for 

example through trade associations. Their models assume Cournot competition with linear 

demand and constant marginal costs. In contrast, our model makes minimal assumptions 

about functional form and no assumptions about the nature of competition , and therefore 
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applies more generally. 

Our paper also builds upon literature in behavioral economics that finds that , contrary 

to classical economic theory, individuals often use heuristics and approximations to determine 

their behavior wh n faced with costly cognition or information acquisition. Simon (1955) ob

served that "the concept of 'economic man' (and, I might add, of his brother 'administrative 

man' ) is in need of fairly drast ic revision", and that "the task is to replace the global ratio

nality of economic man with a kind of rational behavior that is compatibl with the access to 

information and the computational capacities that are actually poss d" by human decision

makers. Gabaix, Laibson, Moloche and Weinberg (2006) find evidence that the search activity 

of individuals seems to more closely follow a myopic model of cognition when information is 

costly. Luttmer and Shue (2006) find evidence in the 2003 California recall election that is 

consistent with misvoting relating to cognition costs. Several new equilibrium concepts that 

accoun t for bounded rat ionality have been recently introduced, incl udiug "cursed equilibrium'' 

(Eyster and Rabin, 2005), "analogy-based expectation equilibrium" (Jehiel, 2005) and "behav

ioral equilibrium" (Esponda, 2007). 

The idea that, like individuals, firms may also use rules of thumb or heuristics rather than 

the full information is noted by Simon (1959) , who states that when firms form expecta tions 

about the fu ture, surveys of businessmen's expectations show that rather than estimate the 

joint probab ili ty distribution of future events, as would be needed in order to make the expected 

profit-maximizing d cision , firms "have contented themselves with asking for point predictions 

- which, at best, might be interpreted as predictions of the means of the distributions." Ellison 

and Fudenberg (1993) examine a model in which firms use exogenously specified, simple and 

naive rules of thumb in deciding which technology to adopt. Weintraub, Benkard and Roy 

(2008) posit that firms may approximate by using an "oblivious strategy", which are strategies 

for which a firm considers only its own state and the long run average industry state, but 

ignores current information about competitors' states . The notion of approximation in our 

paper is similar to the notion put forward by Simon (1959), but applied to expectations about 
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opponents in a static game rather t han expectations about future events in a single-agent 

dynamic decision-making problem: in our case, firms approximate by using the mean of an 

opponent's private information , rather than the full distribution. 

We further augment the literature on heuristics and approximations by introducing the 

possibility that using a heuristic may actually be economically rational for the firm, since it 

may do better by doing so, and therefore that t he classical economic theory of fully rational 

behavior can still apply. 3 The idea that having or using less information may make firms 

better off is also explored by Gal-Or (1988), who finds in her two-period model that a firm in a 

duopolistic market in which there is incomplete information about cost may benefit from having 

less precise prior information than its competitor, because having imprecise prior information 

provides a mechanism that enables the firm to commit to expand production relative to its rival. 

Similarly, Einy, Moreno and Shitovitz (2002) find that in Cournot competit ion with otherwise 

symmetric firms, the less informed firm could have greater profits. Mirman, Samuelson and 

Schlee (1994) also give conditions under which the value of information can be negative. 

W hile we find that t here are many cases in which firms would prefer to share their infor-

mation with their competitors, as is consistent with the previous literature, we also find that, 

perhaps surprisingly, under certain conditions, industries have the incentive to coordinate on 

an equilibrium in which all firms calculate strategies based on heuristics rather than on the full 

information about the distribution of private information. Consequently, our results enable a 

better understanding of the incentives firms may have to eit her fac ili tate or impede access to 

industry information. 

Our results not only have theoretical implications for the behavior of firms, but also speak 

to econometric applications. When the econometrician either lacks sufficient information or 

faces computational costs which prevent the estimation of the Bayesian equilibrium, our results 

present cases in which using an approximation yields an equivalent solution to that from using 

the full information. Our results also characterize the approximation error the econometrician 

:1Etzion i (1987) argue that the rationality of decision rules , or rules of thumb. is dubious and therefore that 
these rules logically cannot serve as a basis for rational conduct. 
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faces in cases in which the two solutions differ. While we focus on the implications of our 

results for the behavior of firms, similar results could identify whether econometric estimation 

of an approximation-based equilibrium would over- or under-estimate a Bayesian equilibrium. 

Our paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents two equilibrium concepts corresponding 

to the equilibrium in which firms calculate the Bayesian strategies using the true distribution 

of opponents ' shocks and the equilibrium in which both firms use heuristics. In section 3, 

we determine the conditions under which the use of a heuristic does or does not affect the 

equilibrium strategies chosen by the firms. In section 4, we apply our results from section 3 

to investigate the extent to which use of a heuristic affects the equilibrium profits earned by 

firms. Appendices B and C apply our results from sections 3 and 4 to the case of Cournot 

competition followed by the case of competition on the Hotelling line, respectively. 

2 Basic Model 

Suppose there are two firms in the market. Given its private information ci, each firm 

chooses a strategy si so as to maximize its static one-period profit n1(si, 5-;, Ei), where the 

subscript -i denotes the other firm. We assume that firm i does not see its opponents' private 

information c_i, which has no direct effect on firm i's profits.4 Each shock ci has distribution 

Ji ( ·), and the shocks for the two firms are independent. 

For simplicity, we choose to focus on a static one-period game. In a repeated game, the 

history of play provides a signal about the opponent 's idiosyncratic shocks. While a firm using 

a heuristic due to substantial cognitive costs would not adjust their behavior in response, a 

firm which uses a heuristic due to a lack of information about the distribution of the oppo-

nent's shock could use the history of play to update their prior distribution. As a firm collects 

additional information, it would likely revise its decision-making process and use more compli-

cated heuristics than the one we focus on in this paper. In principle, though, more complicated 

'1The opponent's private information c; _i may have an indirect effect on firm i 's profits . however. through its 
effect on the opponent 's strategy S- i · 
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heuristics could be evaluated in a similar fashion. 

We assume that the profit function ni(si , s_i, ci) satisfies the following: 

Assumption 1. 

Assumptions 1.2 and 1.3 are boundary condit ions. We now define two different equilibria. The 

two equilibria, which we denote the full-information equilibrium and the heuristic equilibrium, 

correspond to cases in which neither or both firms choose to approximate, respectively. 

2.1 Full-Information Strategies 

Suppose the distributions f i(c-i ) and f -i (c- i) of both firms' private information are common 

knowledge and suppose each firm chooses its strategy conditional on this distribution. For all 

possible realizations of its own private information, each firm chooses its strategy to maximize 

its expected profits taking the expectation with respect to the opponent's private information. 

We call this strategy the full -information strategy, since each firm uses the full informat ion 

about the distribution of its opponents' private information. For an opponent 's strategy s _i (-), 

t he full-information strategy s:; (-) for firm i is given by the best response to s_i (-) : 

(1) 

The first-order necessary condition is given by: 

(2) 
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When both firms employ full-information strategies that best respond to each other 's full

information strategy, the equilibrium profile ( si( ·), s'.:.. ;( ·)) that arises is the full-information 

equilibrium. 

2.2 Heuristic Strategies 

Now suppose that inst ad of using the distribution f -i (c_i) of its opponents ' privat 111-

formation, firm i only uses the mean E[c- i] in determining its optimal strategy. Firms may 

use a heuristic if, for example, they face costs to acquiring or using the full information. 5 In 

this paper, we consider only the heuristic which uses the first moment of the distribution of 

its opponents' private information , based on evidence that decision makers often use the mea n 

(Simon, 1959) or have difficulty understanding higher moment (Weitzman, 2009), although 

the basic idea could be generalized to a model in which firms select the number of moments 

with which to formulate their strategy. For an opponent 's strategy s _i(-) , the heuristic strategy 

si (-) for firm i is given by the best response to s_i (E [c-i]) : 

~i(Ei ) = arg max 1f, ( s~ , s_,( E [c_i]) , Ei) Vci Vi . 
s: 

The first-order necessary condition is given by: 

o1fi(si, :s_i(E [ci]), Ei) = 
0 

asi 

(3) 

(4) 

We call the strategy profile (si(-) , s_i (-)) that arises when both firms employ heuristic strategies 

that best respond to each other 's heuristic strategy evaluated at each other 's mean the heuristic 

equilibrium . 0 

5 An econometrician may use such an approximation for either reason as well. 
';When consideri ng t he heur i t ic equilibrium . we assume t hat the informat ion acq uisition costs and cogn it ive 

costs are sufficient to ensure fir ms cannot strict ly improve profi ts by unilatera lly using t he full distribu t ion of 
opponent's private in formation. In Section 4. we characterize t he incremental profits associated wit h unilat
eral deviation from t he heur ist ic equ ilibr ium. The incremental profits constitute a lower bound on threshold 
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3 Effect of Heuristic on Strategy Choice 

Whether profits for a firm differ in the two equilibria depends on (1) the degree to which 

the trategy profile chosen when both firms use the heuristic differ from the strategy profile 

chosen when both firms play full-information strategies, and (2) the degree to which a firm 's 

profits are affected by deviations from the full-information strategy. In this section, we focus 

on the first of these questions - we identify the conditions under which the strategies chosen 

when firms use the heuristic differ from those chosen in the full-information equilibrium. 

We first examine conditions under which the heuristic equilibrium is equivalent to the full

informat ion equilibrium. Then, in order to understand how equilibrium strategies change, we 

compare the heuristic stra tegy and the full-information strategy holding the opponent's choice 

of strategy constant. Under- or over-estimation of the full-informat ion strategy depends on 

whether the derivative of a firm 's profit function with respect to its own strategy is convex or 

concave in the opponent's private information. Finally, we characterize the conditions under 

which the strategies differ in the full-information equilibrium and the heuristic equi librium. 

We find that the degree to which equilibrium strategies differ is sensit ive to whether firms' 

strategies are strategic complements or strategic substit utes . 

Under what conditions would the full-information equilibrium (si(-), s'.:_i(·)) that arises 

when each firm uses the full information about the distribution of its opponent's private infor

mation be equivalent to the heuristic equilibrium (si(-),8-i(-)) that arises when each firm uses 

the xpectation of its opponent 's private information? By comparing the first-order condit ions 

in th heuristic and full-information equ ili bria, we can defin e a set of sufficient conditions under 

which the strategies chosen in t he heuristic equili briu m will be equal to those chosen in the 

fu ll-information equilibrium. 

Proposition 1 Given assumption 1, ( si (-), s:_i (-)) and (si (-), s _i (-)) are equivalent when, V ci 

Vi, 

(i) 1ri(si, s_i, ci) is strictly concave in si and 

acq ui ition and cogn itive costs suffi cient to nsure ex istence of the heur ist ic equilibri a. 



(ii) 

8n;(s;,s:._;(L;),c,) _ 8n;( s;,s:._;(E[c_,]),c;) -J (82n;(s;,s:._;(c_;) , c;) ) . ( ·) d . = 0 , 8 8 8 8 F _, E _ , c_, s, S; S; f _ ; 

(5) 

where C; is the upper bound in the support of c_i and where F_; (c_;) = J f -i (c_; ) de_;. 

For all proofs, see appendix A. 

Corollary 2 Given assumption 1, (s;(-), s:._;(-)) and (Si(-) , s_i (-)) are equivalent when, 'lie; Vi, 

(i) n;(si, s_;, E;) is strictly concave ins; and 

(ii) n;(si, s:._;(L;) , Ei) has no interaction term between Si and E_; (i.e., 
82n;{s~~:~~~;_i),c:i) = 0) . 

When the conditions of Corollary 2 are satisfied, the mean of the distribution is the only 

relevant parameter needed for the firm to make an optimal decision; the variance and higher 

moments would be of no additional use even if they were known to the firm. This resul t is 

simila r to the resul t that in a siugle-agent dynamic programming problem under uncertainty, 

when the criterion function is quadratic, the mean is a certainty equivalent and therefore a 

sufficient statistic for the entire distribution (Simon, 1956, 1959). 

3.1 Com paring Best R esponse Functions 

In this section, we compare the strategies chosen under the heuristic and full information 

best response functions holding the opponent 's choice of strategy constant. In Proposit ion 

3, we study how a firm 's strategy for each value of its private information changes when the 

firm switches from the Bayesian approach to the heuristic approach holding the strategy of 

the other firm constant . The important criterion governing whether a firm using an heuristic 

will over- or under-estimate the full-information strategy is whether the derivative of the firm 's 

profit functions with respect to its own strategy is concave or convex in the other firm 's private 

information. 
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Proposition 3 Let s_i(-) be an arbitrary strategy for firm -i with the property that h
8

n is 
s, 

quadratic in Ci · If~ is convex (concave) in Ci, s;(c:i) is greater than (less than) si(c:i) f or 

P roposit ion 3 identifies a sufficient condi t ion under which t he strategies chosen to solve t he 

heuristic fi rst-order condit ion diffe r from those chosen to solve t he full-information first order 

condit ion. 7 Conditional on t he opponent's choice of strategy, fir m i's solut ion to t h heuristic 

best response function differs from the solut ion to the full-information best response function 

when ~ is convex or concave in t he firm -i's shock and firm -i's shock is uncertain (and 

hence t he distribut ion of firm -i's shock has positive variance). Evaluating three special cases 

of P roposit ion 3 provides addi t ional intuit ion about when a strategy solving t h heuristic first-

order condit ion will diff r from a strategy solving the full - information first-order condition. 

Corollary 4 Let ni and n ,H denote two pro.fit functions with h
8

n quadratic inc; _;. If 8
8
nH is 

~ ~ 

strictly more convex (concave) in C i than~ ' st1* - sf is greater than (less than) si - si f or 

Corollary 4 provides addit ional int ui t ion about when, condit ional on the opponent's strat-

egy, employing a strategy solving the heuristic first-order cond it ion would differ substantially 

from the strategy solv ing t he full-info rmation first-order condit ion. Two factor affect t he de-

gree to which the heuristic ba ed strategy under- or over-estimates t he full-information strategy. 

Fi rst, for a given convexity or concavity, the degree of over- or under-estimation is posit ively 

related to the variance of the shocks facing t he opponent. Second, as h8n becomes more convex s, 

(concave) with respect to c; _i, si under-estimate (over-estimates) s; by a greater amount. As 

t he convexity (concavity) of h8n with respect to c; _i increases or as t he variance of t he oppo-
s, 

nent's shock increases, the strategy solving the full-info rmation FOC will differ more from the 

strategy solving t he heuristic FOC. Fu rthermore, for a special case of P roposit ion 3, in which 

7 Although we fo cus on a function for which !i:.:..i.8" is quadratic in c;_ , . it is possible to adapt the previou result s , 
to the case of an arbitrary function. by definin g quadratic functions which provide upper and lower bounds on 
the convexity / concavity of the arbitrary function. The analagou re ult is if ~ is globally convex (concave) in 
c:_ ;. sj will be greater (less) t han S;. 
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h
8

,,. is linear in c_i, heuristic will not affect the best response of firm i for all strategies s_i and 
s, 

distributions of shocks ci · In this case, the strategy solving the heuristic equilibrium is identical 

to that solving the full-information equilibrium. 

Corollary 5 Let s_i(c_i) be an arbitrarily chosen strategy fo r firm -i. If ~ is linear in c_i, 

and a unique solution to the maximization problem exists, then si = si for all ci . 

Corollary 5 presents an alternative sufficient condit ion to that put forth in Proposition 1. 

In combination with Corollary 4, Corollary 5 suggests the ca es in which using the heuristic 

would l ad firms to adopt strategies similar to those they would choose if the calculated the 

full information Bayesian strategy. Specifically, conditional on the opponent's strategy, the 

strategy solving the approximation FOC will be more similar to the strategy solving the full-

information FOC in cases where the variance of the opponent's shock is low and in cases in which 

it is possible to generalize the preceding result to cases in which ~ is not as convex or concave 

in c-i · It is possible to derive an analogous result to that in Corollary 5 for the more general 

case in in which ~ is linear in a function of the opponent's shock, g( c -i) . In this case, a firm 

solving the heuristic first-order condition, as if the opponent faced a shock of E[g(c_i)] would 

choose the same strategy as if the first had solved the full-information first-order condition . 

Corollary 6 Define si = argmax 1T;(si , s_;(E [g(c_i)]) ,c_i )· If ~ is linear in g(c-i ), then 

* ~ S ; = S .j . 

To illustrate these results with a concrete example, we use specifications for cost and 

demand functions under the assumption of Cournot competition to derive examples in which 

the derivative of the profit function with respect to the strategy is linear in the opponent 's 

shock, and confirm that for these cases the expression for the derivative could be expressed in 

the linear fo rm. This linear form was still applicable when the opponent's shock had a d irect 

affect on profits. In particular , some classes of cost-demand function combina tions for which 

the derivative of the profit function with respect to the strategy is linear in the opponent's 
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shock include: (1) additive demand and cost shocks; (2) shock to slope of cost function ; and 

(3) addit ive interactive shock to demand. Appendix B analyzes the case of a quadratic shock 

to the slope of the cost function. 

Similarly, we present several specifications of a model of Bertrand competition on the 

Hotelling line in Appendix C. For cases in which shocks enter the marginal cost of production 

for the firms or the consumer valuation of the firms' product linearly, we can express the 

derivative of firm i's profit function with respect to its own strategy as a function which in 

linear in the opponent's shock. In these cases, t he full-information strategy and t he heuristic 

strategy are equivalent. When the shock enters the marginal cost function quadratically, it 

is no longer possible to express the derivative of firm i's profit function with respect to its 

own strategy as linear in the opponent's shock. In this case, the full-information strategy and 

heuristic strategy differ. It is interesting to note that when a firm's shock enters quadrat ically 

into a firm's own marginal cost function, the firms' profit funct ions satisfy the requirements for 

Corollary 6, where g(c_i) = c:_i. 

3.2 Com paring Equilibrium ~trategies 

We now extend the r sui ts from the previous section to consider how the equilibrium 

strategies differ in the fu ll- information and heuristic equil ibria. In the case of t he heuristic 

equilibria, we assume that fixed cognitive costs are sufficient such that using the heuristic is 

strictly preferable to calculating the full-information strategy. We find that the equilibria of 

the three cases is sensitive to whether firms' strategies are strategic complements or strategic 

ubstitutes. 

For the fo llowing analysis, we compare the strategies chosen in the full -info rmation equi

librium, (s;, s"...i), in which firms maximize their expected profit to those chosen in the heuristic 

equilibrium, (h Li), in which firms maximize their profit using only the first moment of the 

distribution of their competitor 's private information. 

Let hi(ci) denote the difference between firm i's heuristic and full-informat ion equilibrium 
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strategies: h;(E;) :::: si(E.;) - si(c;). 

To compare the full-information equilibrium strategies and the heuristic equilibrium strate

gies, we define si as the heuristic best response of firm i to s:_i(s;,c_i).8 We define s_i in an 

analogous fashion. Note that by our definition of si and Li, 

a7r;(si, s:_JE[.:: _; ]), Ei) 
as; 

a7r -;(.5-;, s;(E[Ei]), c_;) 
as _.; 

0 

0. 

Then, evaluating the heuristic FOC when firms play ( S;, Li), we have 

a1ri(S;, s_i(E[c_;]),c;) 

asi 

a1f _;(L" si(E [c.;]), c_i) 
as_.; 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The sign and magnitude of (8) and (9) depend on two factors. First , they depend on 

whether si and s_; are strategic complements or substitutes. In addition, each derivative 

depends on whether maximizing the heuristic FOC leads firm i and firm - i to adopt higher or 

lower strategies than does maximizing the full-information FOC. Proposition 3 tells us that if 

87r · d 8
7r -i . d - * d - * 9 Th 'f - * d - * d fit an as_., are convex 111 E- i an E; , s; > s; an s_; > s_;· us, 1 s; > si an s_i > s_i an 

if si and s_i are strategic complements (substitutes), both derivatives are positive (negative) . If 

Si < s; and s_; < s:_i and if s; and s_i are strategic complements (substitutes), both derivatives 

are negative (positive). 

Now, we relate the evaluated derivatives in (8) and (9) to the heuristic equilibrium by 

expressing them as Taylor expansions around the heuristic equilibrium. Letting xi(Ei) = 
8 We assume t hat use of the heuristic has an effect on the choice of strategy for firm i and firm -i . That is, 

we assume that h871': and 8
871' _'. are either both convex or concave in €-i and €; respectively. 

S1. S - 1. 

9 F\irthermore, Coroll ary 4 shows t hat t he degree to which the heuristic strategy deviates from t he Bayesian 
strategy depends on t he degree of concavity or convexity of~ and ~:=; are convex in €-i and €; . 
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s;(e;) - s;(e;) and x_;(c;) = s_;(c;) - L;(c;), we can write (8) as 

87r;(s;(e;), .L; (E[c;]), e;) 
OS; 

Simi larly, we could write (9) using an analogous Taylor expan ion. By definition , (A,, .5-1 ) 

joint ly satisfy t he two Taylor expansions. Using this, we can compare t he strat gies chosen 

by the firms in the full-information equilibrium and the strategies chosen by the firms in the 

heuristic equilibrium. 

P 't' 7 I'f d . l d 1 a2
7r I I 82

7r . I \-/ h ropos1 10n s; an s_; are strategic comp ements an ~ > ~ vs;, s _.;, t en 
' 

s;(e;) > s;(ei) > s;(ei) Ve; when use of the heuristic leads firm i and -i to increase their 

strategy, and s,(e,) < s;(e;) < ;(e,) Ve, when use of lhe heuri tic leads firm i and -i to lower 

their strategic variable. 

We find t hat so long as use of t he heuristic affects both firm strategies in t he same di

rection, strategies are complements and 1 a;
5
2i I > 1 a~~:~; I, the strategies played in the heuristic 
' 

equilibrium will be further from the full-information equilibrium strategies than the strategies 

adopted wh n a single firm approximates and the second firm plays a full-information strat-

egy. In addition , under these condi t ions, h1 and /i_i wil l have t he same signs. Note that the 

assumption I a;s2' I > 1 a~~:_ , I holds for Cournot competition and for basic formulations of price 
I 

comp tition on the Hotelling line. 10 

Now consider the case of strategic substitutes. In this case, the result is ambiguous. In 

some situations, h;(e;) and h_;(c; ) are of different signs. The sit uations where t his is most 

lik ly to occur would be sit uations where s; is relative close to s; and s; is distant from s;. 

Proposition 8 If Si and _1 are strategic substitutes and I a;
5
'2' I > 1 a.~~:_, I th n we can sign 

I 

10 1n t he basic two- firm Cournot model, 7r 1 = (1 - q1 - q2 ) q1 => 8
8

2
"2' = - 2, 8

82
"8

1 = - 1. In t he Hotelling q, q, 92 

d l ( 'tt' t h t t ) l + p 2-P1 82"2' - 1 ~ 1 mo e om1 mg e cos erm , 7r1 = 2l Pi => ap, = 7 , ap,ap, = 2t · 
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In the case of strategic substitutes, we can make fewer strong remarks about the signs 

of hi (Ei) and h_i(c_i)· In fact, the signs of hi(Ei) and h_i(c_i) depend on the parameters of 

the problem. What we can learn, though, is that for the case worked through in the proof 

-i > s; :S: Si is more likely to happen when the use of the heuristic has a small effect on firm i's 

optimal strategy but the use of the heuristic has a large effect on firm -i's optimal strategy. 

4 Effect of Heuristic on Equilibrium Profits 

ow we consider the effect of heuristic use on the profits realized by the firms. As with 

the previou section , we first examine how switching from a Bayesian approach to an heuristic-

based strategy affects the profits of a single firm holding the strategy of the oth r firm constant. 

We then turn to investigate how the profits differ for the firms under the full information and 

heuristic equilibrium. In particular, we define the conditions under which firms would have an 

incentive to attempt to coordinate on either the heuristic equilibrium or the full information 

equilibrium. In both sections, we again sign the terms of a Taylor expansion to sign the 

difference in profits. In particular, note that for a given vector of private information (ci, c_i), 

we can expres the difference in profits for firm i for two sets of strategies ( ,(ci), s _,(.:.- _1 )) and 

(s~(c,), s'....i(c_i)) as 

(10) 
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4 .1 Out-of-Equilibrium P rofits 

We first consider t he effect on profits from usmg the heuristic holding t he stra tegy of 

its opponent constant. In particular, we compare the profits firm i would earn in the full 

information equilibrium with the profits it would earn it chose to unilaterally deviate by playing 

the heuristic best response. 

Proposit ion 9 Suppose firm -i plays strategy s'-i (c:_i) · Absent cognitive costs, firm i's ex-

pected profits are weakly lower when it plays the heuristic best response than when it plays its 

full-irijormation equilibrium strategy. 

Holding the other firm's strategy constant and absent any cognition costs, a firm would 

always want to use all of the information about the distribution of the opponent's shock it had 

rather than use a heuristic. This follows the standard intuition - the Bayesian strategy uses a 

larger set of information for the optimization than the heuristic trategy. A firm maximizing 

expect d profits could a lways opt to use the heuristic strategy if t hat were the strategy wh ich 

maximized expected profits. Thus, ignoring equilibrium effects and cognition costs, the profits 

under the full -information Bayesian strategy must be weakly greater than the profits firm i 

could earn by unilaterally deviating to the heuristic best response. It is important to note that 

t his will not necessarily be true when we compare the profits earned by the firms in the heuristic 

and full-information equi libria . 

The Taylor expansion in equation (10) also provides a lower bound on t he cognitive costs 

necessary to prevent firm i from deviating from the heuristic equilibrium by playing the full-

information best response. 

Corollary 10 If the cognitive costs associated with playing the full informatio n best response 

are greater than E[f
0

1 (1 - t)(si - si) 282 ;~~X))dtjc:i] , firm i will not deviate from the heuristic 
' 

equilibrium by playing the full information. 
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The lower bound for cognitive costs varies depending on the realization of Ei · The lower bound 

in increasing in both the difference between Si and si and in the convexity of 7ri with respect 

to si. Both of these increase the incremental profit earned by using the full information best 

response over the heuristic best response. 

4. 2 Equilibrium Profits 

We now compare the profits for firm i in the heuristic equilibrium with those in the full-

information equilibrium. In the previous section, we found that holding the opponent's strategy 

constant, the use of the heuristic always weakly lowers profit relative to the Bayesian strategy 

with correct beliefs about the distribution of the opponent's private information. In equilibrium, 

though, this is not always true. In this section we identify the conditions under which firms 

have the incentive to coordinate on either the heuristic or full-information equilibrium. 

Consider 

which can be rewritten as 

(11) 

The first of the two integrals above can be expanded into first and second order terms as: 

Noting that the first term of (12) is equal to zero by construction of si , and rearranging the 
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terms of (11), we have: 

(13) 

Equation (13) defines a sufficient condition for firm i to prefer either the full-information equi

librium or the heuristic equilibrium. 11 

Proposition 11 If 

0 E[11 
oni(si +thi ,s:_i +th_i ,ci) h ·d \ ·] E[11

( _ )8
2
ni(s j + thi ,s:_i +th_i,ci) 2 I ·] < 

8 
. - i t Ci + 1 t 

8 
.2 h, dt Ci 

0 S _1 0 S i 

E[11
( _ )8

2
ni( si + thi , s:_i + th_i ,ci)1 ·h ·d I ·] + 1 t 

8 8 
i i -i t c:i 

0 S; S_ i 

for all ci, then firm i will (weakly) prefer the heuristic equilibrium to the full-information equi-

librium. 

Conversely, if the above equation is weakly negative fo r all ci, then firm i will (weakly) prefer 

the full-information equilibrium to the heuristic equilibrium. 

T he int ui t ion of the first term in (13) is clear: the partial derivative captures whether the profits 

of firm i rise with an increase in the strategy chosen by firm - i, while h_i captures whether 

or not the use of the heuristic leads firm -i to choose a higher or lower strategy. If these two 

have the same sign, then the use of the heuristic by firm -i causes firm -i to choose a strategy 

more beneficial to firm i. The second term, the product of the the concavity of firm i's profit 

function with respect to firm i 's own strategy and h;, is always negative. The third term i 

11 ote t hat expa nd ing out the econd term in (11 ) a well leaves t he famili ar second-order Tay lor expa nsion. 
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easily signed knowing whether strategies are complements or substitutes and whether the use 

of the heuristic leads both firm i and firm -i to adjust strategies in a similar direction. 

Being able to easily sign the terms in (13 ) leads to a suffi ·ient condition for firms to prefer 

(ex ante) coordina ting on the full -information equilibrium. 

Corollary 12 Consider a game in which firm strategies are strategic substitutes and sign(hi)=sign(h-i)· 

If sign( gs~'i JI=- sign(h-i ) , firms will earn more in expectation if they coordinate on ( s;, s:_i ) rather 

than (s.i, 8-i )· 

Using Cournot comp t ition as an example, if using an approximation-based strategy leads firms 

to adopt higher outpu t strategies, firms will always prefer (ex ante) to coordina te on the full 

information quilibrium. In this case, if firms could costlessly make public the information 

about the distribution of their own private information, firms would choose to do so. 

While there are many cases in which firms would prefer to share their information with their 

competitors , as is consistent with the previous literature, there are cases in which the sum of the 

terms in (13) is positive, and under these conditions, industries have the incentive to coordinate 

on the equilibrium in which all firms calculate strat gies based on the heuristic rather than on 

the full information. This is a surprising result, because it suggests that firms may prefer 

to coordinate on an equilibrium in which firms have little information about their competitor. 

For example, in the model of Bertrand competition on the Hotelling line with nonlinear shocks 

presented in Appendix C , firms would prefer to approximate rather than u e all the information 

when a < l. In addition, signing the terms in (13) above also provide sufficient condition 

for situations in which firms would, ex ante, prefer to coordinate on the heuristic equilibrium 

rather than the full information equilibrium. As noted above, with the maintained assumption 

that 88
2

~i < 0, the second term of equation (13) is always negative. The contrapositive to 
s, 

Corollary 12 provides necessary conditions for firm i to prefer the heuristic equilibrium to the 

full information equilibrium. Alternatively, in a repeated context, firm may coordinate on the 

heuristic equilibrium, using the full-information equilibrium to enforce coordination. 
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Corollary 13 Consider a game in which sign(hi}=sign(h-i}· If E [7ri( ~i, Li, Ei)-1ri(si, s:_i, Ei)] ~ 

0. then at least one of the following conditions must hold: 

(i} sign(%5~', }=sign(ILi) 

(ii} firms compete in strategic complements. 

The first condition captures whether the use of the heuristic leads firms to choose strategies 

beneficial to th ir opponent. For example, if in the heuristic equilibrium, firm i and firm -i 

adopt strategies which maximize joint profits, the firm i and firm -i would both prefer to 

coordinate on the heuristic equilibrium rather than the full information equilibrium. 

5 Con cl us ion 

In this paper, we study the effects of using heuristics on firm strategic behavior and profits . 

In particular, we study heuristic strategies in which a firm only uses the expected private 

information a competitor is likely to receive, rather than the distribution of competitors ' private 

information , in its optimization problem. We defin e the condi tions under which the heuri t ic 

strategy chosen when a firm approximates is similar to that which is chosen when a firm uses 

the entire distri bution of its opponent's private information and maxirnizes expected profits. 

We characterize conditions under which firms in a market would prefer that all the firms in the 

market use the full information, and would therefore have incentives to disclose their private 

information to each other, for example through a trade association. We also examine conditions 

under which a firm or set of firms may actually be better off when they approximate, and 

therefore may rat ionally choose to do so. Under these circumstances, a firm has t he incent ive 

to ignore the in format ion it has about its opponent, and the firm in the industry have t he 

incent ive to collectively withhold information from each other. 

Our results identify the conditions under which heuristic strategies differ from full

information strategies. We find that the holding the other firms ' strategy constant, heuris

tic strategies differ from fu ll-information strategies when the derivative of a firm 's profi t with 
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respect to its own strategy is nonlinear in the opponent's shock. Moreover , if concavity (con

vexity) in the opponent's shock is greater, an approximation-based strategy will over-estimate 

(under-estimate) the expected profit maximizing full-information strategy to a greater degree. 

The equilibrium strategies chosen when one or both firms approximate depend on the degree 

of strategic complementarity or substitutability. 

Although we focus on a one-period game in this paper, the incentives for firm implied by 

our results map to a context in which the game is repeated. Repetition would allow a firm in 

the limit to reach the full iuformation strategy, either by experimentation in the case of a firm 

facing substantial cognitive costs or by inferring the distribution of opponents' shocks in the 

case of a firm lacking information about an opponents ' distribution. Since unilateral deviation 

to the full-information strategy weakly dominates the heuristic strategy, this suggests tha t if 

the game is repeated, that firms may profitably deviate from both playing heuristic strategies 

as they either experiment or learn the distribution of their opponents ' shocks. Repeating the 

game, though , does not affect the relat ionship between the degree of strategic complementarity 

or substitutabili ty and the distance between the full and heuristic strategies or the incentives 

to coordinate on either the heuristic or full-information equilibria. 

While we find that there are many cases in which firms would prefer to share their in

formation with their competitors, as is consistent with the previous literature, we also find 

that under certain conditions, industries have the incentive to coordinate on the equilibrium in 

which all firms calculate strategies based on the heuristic rather than on the full information. 

This is a surprising resul~ , for it suggests that firms may find it economically rational not to 

use all the information about their competitor , even if they could acquire and use it costlessly. 

Consequently, our results enable a better understanding of the incentives firms may have to 

either facilitate or impede access to industry information. 
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A Appendix: Proofs 

Proposition 1 
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Proof. Under (1) and (2), (s;(-), s:_;( ·)) and (si(-), s_.i( ·)) are equivalent when the left-hand 

side of equation (2) equals the left-hand side of equation (4) : 

Integrate by parts and set si(-) = s;(-) Vi to yield equation (5). • 

Corollary 2 

Proof. (ii) is a sufficient con di ti on for equation ( 5) . • 

Proposition 3 

Proof. Let s_i(-) be a strategy played by the other firm such that , holding s_i(-) constant, ~ 

can be written as a function quadratic in E-i · Given this we can express ~ as 

8E[1Ti( s;(c:i), S_i(-), Ei)] 
8si 

81Ti ( S.;, S_i ( E( c: _.,)),Ci) 
asi 

(14) 

(15) 

( 16) 

Evaluating t he first order condition for the heuristic equilibrium at the full information strategy, 

s;, we have 

s; fai ls to satisfy the first order condition for the heuristic equilibrium for nontrivial E- i and 

Maintaini ng t he earlier assumpt ion that a;
8
2' < 0, we know that for nontrivial E _ i, . 

(17) 
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• 
Corollary 4 

Proof. Let ni be defined as in Proposition 3 and let s_i(-) denote a strategy such that ~ is 

quadratic in £ _i . 

Consider a function, 7r{I which is strictly more convex than 7ri given by 

(18) 

where T > 0 is a constant . 

ote that 

which implies s; maximizes the expected profits of both 'Tri and 7r{1. 

By the fundamental theorem of calculus , we can express si as the value satisfying 

(20) 

Consider the value s{i , defined as the analogue to si for 7r;'. From equation (20) , we know s{1 

satisfies 

-(T + 'Y( s;,ci) )Var(c_i) (21) 

< (8; 827ri(x, s _i(~[c_i]), Ei) dx 
} 8, 8 s; 

Corollary 5 

Proof. Let s_i (-) be an arbitrary strategy for firm -i with the property that ~ is linear in 

€ _ .;. 
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~ is linear in Li implies -y(s;, c:) = 0 equating equations (15) and (16). 

Thus, for all si, Ei 

implying 

• 
Corollary 6 

Proof. This is an application of Coroll ary 5 using g(c_;) instead E-i · 

Let g(c:_i) be a function of Ci with Ci rv J (c;) . 

If h87r is linear in g(c_i), we can write 
s, 

Note for Ftrbitrary c;, 

oE[7r;( ;, s_;, c:;)] 
OS; 

07r;(s;, s_;(E (g(c_;))), Ei) 

OSi 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Since s; sets 3E[7r;(~; ,:-; ,c;) J equal to 0 and .S; sets 87r;(s; ,s_;(ffs:*-;))),c;) equal to 0, s; = S; for 

arbitrary Ei· • · 

Proposition 7 

32 32 
Proof. Assume t hats; and s _, are strategic complements, and I as~' I> las,a:_, 1 Vs,,s _,. 

' 
For notational convenience, let 

07r;(s;(c;), s_;(E[c;]), c;) 
OS; 

[1 82 7T;(s;(ci) + txi(c;), Li ~E[c_;]) + tx_;(ci) , c;) dt 

lo os; 

= (1 o27r;(.S;(c;) + txi(c;), L;(E [ci]) + tx _;(c;),c;) dt. 
lo EJs,o _, 
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and define d_; (E-i), a_i(E_;) and b_i(E-;) inn analagous fashion. 

Thus , we can write (8) and the analogous expression for firm -i as: 

x,(E;)a;(E;) + X_i( E [c;]) b;(Ei ) 

X_i(E-;)a_;(E-;) + Xi(E[c;]) b_;(E_;). 

Evaluating (25) at E [c;] and (26) at E[c_i], we can express: 

x;(E[Ei]) 
a_idi - b;d_; 

a;a-i - b;b_; 
a;d_, - b_,d, 

aia-i - b;b_, 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

Signing the terms in (27) and (28): (1) a;, a_i < 0 by concavity of the profit function 

with respect to a firms own strategy, (2) b;, b_i > 0 by assumption that s;, s_i are strategic 

complements. 

ow, consider the case in which S; > s; and s_; > s:_; · By equations (8) and (9), d;, d_i > 0. 

Furthermore, by the assumption I ~sf' I > I a:.~: _ , I 'II ;, s _;, a;a- i - b;b_, > 0. Thus, the numer

ators of expressions (27) and (28) are negative and the denominators are positive, implying 

x;(E [c;]) < 0, x_i(E[E-i]) < 0. Now consider x;(Ei), x_;(c;) for arbitrary E;, E_; . Rewrit ing 

(25) and (26), we have: 

d;(E;) - b;(c;)x_;(E[c;]) 
a ; ( Ei) 

d_; (E _; ) - b_, ( E -i )X; ( E [E ;]) 
a_;(c;) 

(29) 

(30) 

The numerator of expressions (29) and (30) are positive and the denominators are negative. 

Thus , x;(E;) < 0, x_;(c;) < 0 'lie;, E_;, which implies for all c;, c ; 

(31) 
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If we consider the case in which si < s; and s_i < "._i, di , d_i will be negative. In this case, 

xi(c:i) > 0,x-i(E-i) > 0 Vc:i,Li, which implies for all Ei,Li 

(32) 

• 
Proposition 8 

Proof. Using the notation in Proposition 7, we can evaluate equations (27) and (28) at E (c:i) 

(33) 

Signing the terms in (33): (1) ai, a_, < 0 by concavity of the profit fun ct ion with respect 

to a firms own strategy, (2) bi, b_i < 0 by assumption t hats;, s_i are strategic substitutes . 

Consider the case in which Si > s; and 8-i > s"._i. By equations (8) and (9), d;, d_i < 0. 

Furthermore, by the assumption I 8;J; I > 1 8~~:-i I \I Si, s_i, aia-i - bib- i > 0. The denominators 
' 

of the expressions in (33) are positive, but the sign of the numerators is ambiguous. Working 

out the cases evaluating firm i's strategy at E(c:;) 12 , we have: 

(34) 

Note that in the first two cases, hi > 0 and in the last case h; ~ 0. Similarly we can define a 

symmetric set of conditions for s-i · • 

Proposition 9 

Proof. Assume firm -i plays strategy profile -i(c;) . Lets; ands; denote the best responses to 

s_i (c_i) using the heuristic and full information best response functions , respect ively. Writing 

12 If s; < s ~ and s_ i < s:..i. t he inequalities on t he left side of the if and only ifs will be reversed. but t he 
inequali t ies on the right ide will be identical. 
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out the taylor expansion in equation (10), we can express, the difference in firm i's profits from 

using the heuristic best response function rather than using the full information best response 

function as 

[ 
[1 a2

n (x) ] 
E lo (1 - t) a:T (s; - s;)

2
dtlc:i 

< 0, 

where x = t(S;, s_;, c:i) + (1 - t) (s*, s_i, c:.;). • 

Corollary 10 

Proof. Assume firms are currently playing the heuristic equilibrium strategies. For a given 

realization of Ei, the the benefits to firm i from deviating to the full information best response 

function is given by 

(35) 

where s; is the full information best response of firm i to Li and C is the cognitive cost 

associated with using the full information best response. The lower bound follows directly from 

the taylor expansion in (10). • 

Proposition 11 

Proof. Let 

for all Ei· By definition, E[ni ( si, 8-i, Ei) - 7ri( s;, s:_i, E;) le:;] ~ 0 for all Ei · Taking the expectation 

across all Ei, we find that E [ni(s;,L; ,c:;)-n;(s;,s:_i,c:;)] ~ 0. The converse follows identically . 

• 
Corollary 12 

Proof. If sign( 811
• )# sign(h-i) all the terms m Proposition 11 are negative implying 8s _, 
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E[ni(h 8-i , Ei ) - 1Ti(s;, s"._i , Ei)jEi] < 0 for all Ei . Taking the expectation across all Ei , we find 

that E [ni(h ~ - i ,Ei) - ni( ;,s"._i,Ei)] < 0. • 

B Appendix: Cournot Competition 

Here we examine a case in which there is a quadrati c shock to the slop of the cost 

function and the goods are imperfect substitutes. We examine the effects of varying the degree 

of substitutability on the equilibrium quantity choice and also on the difference between the 

heuristic equilibrium and full-information equilibrium quantity choice. 

W ith strategic substitutes, we expect there to be two countervailing forces acting upon the 

equilibrium quantity choice. First, in the absence of strategic substitution considerations , i . . , 

when only one firm is using the heuristic and the other firm is using the full information , then 

using the heuristic rather than the full information will lead the heuristic equilibrium quantity 

choice to diverge from the full-information equilibrium quantity choice. Second , when strategic 

considerations are present, i. e., when all firms are using the heuristic and therefore are reacting 

to each other 's approximation , then we would expect the divergence to be offset by the fact that 

quantities are strategic substitutes. For example, if approximating leads one firm to decrease 

its quantity, then this will cause the other firm to raise its quantity in response, and when both 

firms are reacting to each other in this way, it may be the case that quantities in the heuristic 

equilibrium are actually closer to the full-information equilibrium than they would be if only 

one firm were using the approximation . 

More formally, let the inverse demand function be given by 

where b ~ 0, A E [0,1]. Let the cost function be given by: 
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C(q,) = ( c;o + c;) qi. 

Let the profit function be given by: 

Thus, the derivative of the profit function with respect to the strategy (which is quantity) is: 

(36) 

which under the above functional form assumptions becomes: 

(37) 

Total differentiating the above FOC evaluated at the equilibrium, one can solve for the degree 

of strategic substitutability, which is given by: 

E [ 0 2rr · J - ~ 

E [a2rr ·] al 2 

So the greater is >. , the greater the degree of strategic substitutability. 

B.1 Full-information equilibrium 

The full-information FOC E [~le;] = 0 implies that the best response function for i as a 

function of j's strategy is: 

(38) 

Taking the conditional expectation of (38) with respect to E;, we get: 
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Solving the system of equations for E [qi (ci)] and E [qj (ci)] , we get: 

Substituting back into (38) , th full-information equilibrium, where each player i best respond-

ing to the other, is: 

q; = 
2

1

6 
(a - (ciO +cf) -

4
:. )..2 (- >..(a - (e;o + E [c;])) + 2 (a - (cjo + E [c;])))) Vi . 

(39) 

Equation (39) gives the equilibrium strategy for each player i as a function of its sho k cf. We 've 

wri tt n this equa tion as a weighted sum of the expected maximum markup term (i .e ., expect d 

maximum price minus marginal cost) a - ( cio + c;}, a - ( e.;0 + E [cm and a - ( Cjo + E [ c] ]) . 

B.2 Heuristic equilibrium 

The heuristi c equilibrium FOCs are B7r , (q.,q~(E [E:1 ]),e: , ) = 0, yielding as the heuristic equil ib-
q, 

rium: 

"Cfi = 
2

1
b (a - (cio + c:) -

4
:. )..2 (->..(a - (e;o + (E [ci]) 2

)) + 2 (a- (cjo + (E [ci])2))) ) Vi. 

(40) 

Define hi as the difference between the h uristic quantity choice "Cfi that would be chosen if both 

firm played the heuristic strategy and the full-information quantity choice qi that wou ld be 

ho en if both firm played the full-information strategy. Then 
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~ * qi - qi 

-A 2 (A ((E [ci])2 - E [c;]) - 2 ((E [cj])2 
- E [c~])). 

4- A 

Suppose the shocks were drawn from the am di t ribution. Then 

hi =~ ((E [ci]) 2 
- E [ci]) , 

2 + /\ 

which is increasing in A over A E [O, l]. Thus, the greater the strategic substitutability, the 

greater the cliverg nee between the full-information a nd heuristic strategi s. 

C Appendix: Bertrand Competition on the Hotelling 

Line 

Consider a differ ntiat d products Bertrand model in which firms receiv private informa-

tion regarding their marginal cost of production and choose prices to maximize expected profit. 

Consistent with the assumpt ion of our model, t he unobservable "shock" to firm i only affects 

firm -i through the choic of strategy by firm i . 

Let two firms be located at either end of the unit interval and be denoted firm 0 and firm 

1 by their respective positions. 

Let v0 ,p0 and cg denot the value, price and marginal cost of firm O's product. We take Co 

to be a cost shock for firm 0 drawn from a distribution and a a parameter which deterrnin s 

whether firm O's marginal costs are lin ar, convex or concave in th cost hock Co· Define v1 , p1 

and c? in a like manner for firm 1. Let the utility of a consumer I cated at / and looking to 
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purchase a single unit of the good be given by 

Vo - Po - t ry if good 0 is purchased. 

U('y) = v1 - p1 - t(l - ry) if good 1 is purchased. ( 41) 

0 if neither 0 nor 1 is purchased. 

For purposes of this exercise, assume that v0 and v1 are sufficiently high to ensure that all 

consumers on the unit interval are willing to purchase and that the travel cost t = 1. Given 

v, p and c, define i' as the location of the consumer who is indifferent between purchasing good 

1 and good 0, 

A vo - V1 - (Po - P1) + 1 
1 = . 

2 
(42) 

For simplicity, assume v0 = v1 and Co, c1 ,....., U[O, 1]. In addition, assume that c0 and c1 are 

independent. In this case, we can express the expected profits of firm 0 as 

(43) 

C.1 Example 1: Linear Shock 

First consider the case in which the shock to costs enters linearly. That is, consider the 

case in which a= 1. That is, for given vectors v ,p, c, let the expected profit of firm 0 be given 

by: 

E [ l E [l - (Po - Pi ) ( )] 
no = 

2 
Po - Co . 

Solving for the full-information equilibrium strategies, we have 

Po 
Co 5 - + -
2 4 

p~ 
C1 5 - + -. 
2 4 

It is easy to check given the strategy p:_i ( c_i ) chooses, it is optimal for i to play Pi (Ci). 
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Now we consider t he heuristic based strategy. In t his case, we' ll consider firm 0 assuming 

that firm 1 receives a mean realization of cost and plays strategy Pi ( E( c1)) = Pi ( ~). First note 

that firm O's profit (if firm 1 plays Pi) is given by: 

( 
1 - Po + Pl ) 5 C1 1 - Po 

7r o = (Po - Co) = ( - + - + --) (Po - Co)· 
2 8 4 2 

(47) 

and 

01fo 9 co c1 
- =-+ - -po+- . 
opo 8 2 4 

(48) 

Note that the ~a7r is linear in the shock to firm 1, which from Corollary 5 means that firm O's 
Po 

full-information strategy and heuristic strategy are the same. Indeed, if firm 0 approximates by 

assuming that firm 1 receives a mean realization of cost and plays strategy Pi ( E( c1)) = Pi ( ~), 

we find: 

which is equal to the expected profit maximizing strategy. 

C.2 Example 2: Nonlinear Shock 

C.2.1 Full-information equilibrium 

For given vectors v, p, c, let the expected profit of firm 0 be given by: 

Solving for the full-information equilibrium strategies, we have 

c0 2a: + 3 - + ---
2 2a: + 2 

cf. 2a: + 3 - + ---
2 2a: + 2 
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C.2.2 Heuristic equilibrium 

Now, we consider the heuristic equilibrium strategies in which players play p0 = 

profit of firm 0 (when firm 1 faces an "average" cost shock) is given by: 

Solving for the heuristic equilibrium strategies, we have 

Po(E[eo])* 

P1 (E[c1])* 

1 c°' 
1 + ( - )°'+I + _Q_ 

2 2 
1 c°' 

1 + (-)°'+! + _!__ 
2 2 

C.3 Comparing the Heuristic and Full-Information Equilibria 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

Solving for expected profits for firm 0 and firm 1 in t he full information equilibrium and 

the heuristic equilibrium, we have 

~ :Q_ 12 3 ()( 
( 2 - 2 + )( a+ _ co) 

2 2a + 2 2 
(56) 

:Q_ ~ Q 

( 2 - 2 + 1 ) ( 2a + 3 _ .:2_). 
2 2a + 2 2 

(57) 

and 

(58) 

(59) 
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